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What’s Your Diagnosis?
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Facial Numbness and Weakness

A 55-year-old hypertensive male visits the clinic
with sudden onset of numbness and weakness on
the right side of his face (see Figures 1 and 2).
Otherwise, he is alert and oriented. The patient’s
medical history includes:

• A long history of hypertension well
controlled with irbesartan
hydrochlorothiazide 300/12.5 mg and
amtodipine 5 mg

• A long history of hypercholesterolemia
treated with rosuvastatin 10 mg

• Depression and chronic insomnia treated
with venlafaxine 300 mg and
hydroxyzine 25 mg h.s.

• Osteoarthritis (right shoulder, back, and
right knee) managed with diclofenac and
misoprostol 75 mg and acetaminophen or
tramadol hydrochloride for pain

• Presentation of an atypical rash over the
body that developed about one month ago

• No allergies

• No recent smoking or drinking history

• No recent head contusion

A clinical investigation reveals:

• Normal blood work (CBC and chemistry
panel) and

• A negative serum specimen for acute
phase Lyme disease titers

What is your diagnosis?
a. Traumatic causes of Bell’s palsy
b. Idiopathic (Bell’s) palsy
c. Cerebrovascular accidents
d. Melkersson-Rosenthal syndrome

Answer: Idiopathic (Bell’s) Palsy
Idiopathic nerve paralysis is a common prob-
lem. It affects 20 per 100,000 people a year. The
mechanism is probably a spotty demyelination
of several nerves at several sites, caused by a
viral infection. Diabetics and pregnant women
have an increased incidence of Bell’s palsy. This
condition creates a very frightening facial dis-
figurement. Bell’s palsy should be suspected if
an adult complains of the sudden onset of
“numbness,” a feeling of fullness or swelling,
pain, or some other change in sensation on one
side of the face; a crooked smile, mouth “draw-
ing,” or some other asymmetrical weakness of
the facial muscles; an irritated, dry, or tearing
eye; drooling out of the corner of the mouth; or
changes in hearing or taste. Often there will
have been a viral illness one to three weeks
before. Upon initial observation of the patient, it
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What’s Your Dx?

is immediately apparent that he is alert and ori-
ented, with a unilateral facial paralysis that
includes one side of the forehead. Idiopathic
(Bell’s) palsy is a benign weakness of the more
distal (infratemporal) portion of the facial nerve.
It is typically a self-limiting process that is not
life-threatening. It typically improves in four to
six months and almost always within a year. The
diagnosis can be made by a thorough history
and clinical examination. Perform a thorough
neurological examination of the cranial and
upper cervical nerves and examine limb
strength, noting which limbs are involved, and
whether unilaterally or bilaterally. Ask the
patient to wrinkle the forehead (see Figure 2),
close the eyes forcefully, smile, puff the cheeks,
and whistle, observing closely for facial asym-
metry. Central or cerebral lesions result in rela-
tive sparing of the forehead. The diagnosis
requires the exclusion of those lesions that can
mimic Bell’s palsy, such as tumour, trauma,
infection, and stroke. All branches of the facial
nerve should be involved diffusely (upper and
lower parts of the face). Otoscopy should be
performed to rule out middle ear pathology.
There should be no blebs or skin blisters. There
should be no parotid masses. The characteristic
indications of Bell’s palsy on the affected side
include:

• Marked facial asymmetry

• Eyebrow droop

• Atrophy of the facial muscles

• Drooping of the corner of the mouth
• Smoothing out of forehead and
nasolabial folds

• Uncontrolled tearing

• Lips cannot be held tightly together or
pursed

• Inability to close eyes

• Difficulty keeping food in the mouth
while chewing on the affected side

Good eye care is essential in treating these
patients. Patients are given eyedrops during the
day, ointment at bedtime, and a moisture cham-
ber at night. Steroids have been used in this dis-
order for a long period of time. It is important to
remember that this condition gets better sponta-
neously. The prognosis is typically good with
86% of patients having a complete recovery.
Risk factors for incomplete recovery include:

• Age over 55-years

• Hypertension

• Complete facial weakness

• Pain other than ear pain

• Changes in tearing
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